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ICATSNews

We write this edition as the spread 
of Coronavirus (COVID-19) affects 
people, businesses and countries 
across the globe. These are strange 
times indeed and the implications 
for our sector will inevitably be 
significant. Just one implication of 
the restrictions and shut-downs will 
be on our approach to workplace 
communications.  It has certainly 
prompted ICATS to make better use 
of technology to support remote 
working. We are already very much 
a virtual organisation with a small 
office base but a large network 
of academics, writers and tutors 

supporting a cohort of students that 
is truly global.

In many ways it is therefore 
business as usual for ICATS as we 
continue to support our students 
to achieve the ICATS IFEAT 
qualifications. Early signs are that the 
business disruption has encouraged 
some students to use this time to 
focus on studies and even expand 
their study programme with us.

Distance learning has been 
growing over the decades and, step 
by step, here at ICATS we have been 
taking a digital-first approach. You 
may be reading this newsletter online 

but we do still publish it in print and 
I suspect that this will continue for 
many years to come. This newsletter 
is our calling card and our way of 
sharing what ICATS is, news and 
features from our sector and success 
stories from our students.  We take 
copies to all events we attend, 
both in the UK and beyond, and we 
distribute copies to students, key 
industry individuals and educational 
institutions. 

So, whether you’re looking at the 
digital or the printed version, we 
hope you enjoy reading it.

Spring 2020

Editors Notes Deirdre Makepeace

www.icatsaromaeducation.com
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ICATS has been providing world class distance 
learning for over 25 years and is based at the University 
of Plymouth in the UK. Its foundations were in the 
aroma trades but in 2012 the course was developed 
to incorporate a pathway for flavour specialisms, 
recognising the increasing integration between the 
two sectors.  In 2019 the ICATS IFEAT student of the year 
was the first winner to be recognised for excellence 
in completing the flavour pathway.  Read more about 
Harlem Sobrino Paredes on page 5.  The network of ICATS 
students and delegates now stretches across much of 
the globe, aiming to support the development of both the 
technical and management skills required to succeed in 
the specialist and complex aroma and flavour industry.

The ICATS headquarters is in the 
University of Plymouth Campus in 
the UK from where a core team of 
staff is supported by a wider virtual 
team that delivers the full portfolio 
of educational services including the 
Diploma Programme, workshops, and 
other educational initiatives. 

Dr Ali Green  
(Director of Studies)

Dr Tony Curtis  
(Founder and Principal Tutor)

Sharon Shand (née Heard) 
(Student Experience, Finance and 
Administration)

Peter Whipps  
(Tutor and Past President BSP) 

John Forbes  
(Tutor)

Professor Dave Harwood  
(IFEAT / ICATS External Examiner)

Deirdre Makepeace  
(Chartered Institute of Marketing 
Examiner, Author and Tutor)

John Wright  
(ICATS Author and Industry Expert)

Dr Brian Lawrence  
(ICATS Author and Industry Expert)

John Ayres  
(ICATS Author and Past President BSP)
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IFEAT ICATS Diploma and Certificate

Global units:

1     Foundation science and 

mathematics

2     Odour and flavour language

3     Aroma materials of natural and 

synthetic origin

6     Safety, regulatory and environmental 

issues

7     Operations, logistics and QA

8     Marketing and business 

environment

9     New Product Development

10   Project management

12   Financial and management issues

12   Research methods and dissertation 

proposal

13  Dissertation

Fragrance pathway:

4    Fragrance creation and evaluation
5    Application of aroma materials

Flavour pathway:

4    Flavour creation and evaluation
5    Application of flavouring materials

The core qualification is the masters 
level Diploma but increasingly, 
students are opting to study for 
the more concise Certificate or 
completing a selection of modules to 
meet individual CPD requirements.

To date there have been 143 enrol-
ments on current Diploma programme 
and ICATS students come from  a 
wide range of roles within the sector 
including producers, brokers, proces-
sors, compounders, manufacturers or 
retailers. They also come from the four 
corners of the world.  The programme 
is delivered through distance learning 
with a network of professional tutors 
supporting students on a one-to-one 

basis and to an individually agreed 
timetable. Students receive a study 
pack that includes relevant module 
workbooks and copies of core text 
books to support their studies.  There 
are 13 modules in total in the full 
Diploma and each one is assessed 
by a work-related assignment. There 
are specialist modules for the flavour 
and the fragrance pathways but the 
majority of the modules are common 
to both pathways. The one-to-one 
teaching approach allows students’ 
professional roles to be reflected in the 
assignments, generating a portfolio of 
professional work that is clearly contex-
tualised to the workplace. 

IFEAT medal-winning ICATS student 2018/19
Harlem Sobrino Paredes 
After finishing her studies on food 
engineering, Harlem went to work for 
Pernod Ricard in the quality assurance 
department for tequila production. In 
2013 Harlem decided to change paths 
and moved to Germany to work for 
Döhler as a New Product Developer 
for the beverage industry. This new 
job gave her a new fascination for the 
chemicals that enrich our food with 
flavours, which ultimately led her to 
look for possibilities to focus on her 
career as a flavourist.

“ICATS studies not only matched 
my wishes for further academic and 
professional development but got 
me into the thrilling world of flavour 
creation. The working material of the 
programme directly addresses the 
complex challenges in the flavour in-
dustry while each student is support-
ed by a tutor with great professional 
experience. In my work at Döhler as 
a flavourist, I am now able to relate 
my acquired knowledge to the actual 
demands of customers, looking to 
always offer them the best suitable, 
sustainable and ethical options for 
their businesses”.

Harlem Sobrino Parades, receiving her 
medal from IFEAT President Alistair Hitchen 
at the 2019 IFEAT Bali conference.

This article first appeared in IFEAT World 
July 2019.
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In these dark days it is wonderful to 
have some good news, it concerns 
Red Lettuce. However, this is not any 
old Red Lettuce, it is literally stellar 
lettuce. Below I catalogue a litany of 
international governmental failures 
that have converted a predictable 
risk into a crisis and a subsequent 
disaster. In our last ICATS News 
Letter we featured food for Mars. 
Experiments have been conducted 
on the International Space Station to 
produce lettuce that is ‘safe nutritious 
and surprisingly tasty.’ (The Week 
21st March 2020). The International 
Space Station is a unique and uplifting 
example showing that it is possible for 
fractious governments to cooperate.

There is a BBC programme called 
‘The Long View’. This is a discussion 
programme where a topical issue is 
profiled and then compared and 

contrasted with historical events 
paralleling, at a distance in time, the 
matter. Deirdre in her editorial covers 
the current situation on Covid-19. This 
has echoes of the so called ‘Spanish’ 
flu epidemic of just over a century 
ago. The good news is that we have a 
much better understanding of viruses 
and the infections they cause. The 
shocking news is that governments 
do not appear to have learned the 
lessons and we were, as a world 
community, dreadfully ill prepared for 
such an event:
• That has occurred in the past e.g. 

SARS, Spanish Flu, Black Death 
and Smallpox to take just a few 
examples.

• That has been widely predicted as 
a scenario and reported by major 
scientific journals such as New 
Scientist.

Matching the virus contagion has 
been an acute attack of ‘Not invented 
here syndrome’. Errors have been 
repeated. Successful strategies 
implemented in one region have 
been ignored in other regions, with 
comments such as ‘That will not work 
and is not appropriate here.’ The 
biology of people and the chemistry of 
the virus causing Covid-19 are identical 
and no respecter of national or regional 
boundaries. Many policymakers 
appear to have a disgraceful lack of 
appreciation scientific philosophy:
• Correlation does not imply 

causation.
• Cherry picking observations and 

ignoring inconvenient ones does 
not result in sound conclusions 
or good policy. GIGO (Garbage 
In – Garbage Out) not only applies 
to computer systems but to policy 
making in general.

In the News

Dr Tony Curtis
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Scientific research is a vital part of 
global assurance to mitigate disasters. 
Insurance companies employ able 
Actuaries and Mathematicians to 
evaluate risk and make considerable 
investments to feed them with clean 
information. In the ICATS study 
workbook we use the Kotler definition 
of MIS (Marketing Information System):

A marketing information system 
consists of people, equipment, and 
procedures to gather, sort, analyse, 
evaluate, and distribute needed, timely, 
and accurate information to marketing 
decision makers. Perhaps political 
policy makers and strategists had 
better take note.

What of the Aroma Trades Industry 
in these circumstances? The first 
observation is how wonderfully it has 
responded with companies sharply 
increasingly production of much 
needed things. One company (Ineos) 

has created a new production facility 
for the production of 1,000,000 units 
hand sanitizer a month, in some 10 
days. The resilience and ingenuity 
of our industry is heartening and 
astonishing.

Why is this so? Some years ago I 
had to run a ‘Team Leadership’ away 
weekend for postgraduate Business 
Students. I took them to a Royal Navy 
facility near Plymouth in the West 
Country of the UK. They run a course 
on disaster control and accept people 
from commercial organisations (e.g. 
operators of North Sea oil rigs). Our 
group went on HMS Havoc. It simulates 
a sinking ship and fills completely with 
water unless the damage control team 
perform effectively (there are strict 
safely provisions to get people out in 
the event of problems!). Our use of the 
facility by Business Studies students 
was novel and the participants had 

their 10 minutes of fame on BBC TV 
News! Our industry plans, trains 
and prepares staff for resilient 
reaction to unexpected events. The 
only predictable thing in life is its 
unpredictability!

My original plan for this section of 
the News Letter was to feature the 49th 
amendment of the IFRA Guidelines. 
Our industry, with its professional 
institutions and international industry 
bodies (e.g. IFEAT, IFRA, RIFM etc.), 
does take the long view. The Aroma 
Trades Industry is very active on the big 
issues: global warming, bio-diversity, 
sustainability, organic, fair trade etc. 
If there is one ray of hope from these 
dark days it is that political policy 
makers start to listen and also take the 
long view. Unless they do our industry’s 
efforts will be frustrated and the world 
will be condemned to another crisis 
turning into disaster.
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Meet the Student

I began my career without much 
thought about the aroma trades and 
its place in our day to day lives. This 
was despite the fact that the aroma 
trades industry had actually always 
been a part of my life; my father had 
begun his fragrance career working 
for a small fragrance house in Lyon, 
France back in the 1960’s. He was 
taught the art of perfumery through 
smelling the raw materials and via the 
compounding room.

When the decision was made to 
migrate to Australia, he continued 
pursuing this career and eventually 
worked for Givaudan, Dragoco 
(Symrise) and FDO (Fritzsche Dodge 
& Olcott). In 1992 he began a new 
chapter, deciding to establish his own 
fragrance manufacturing company 
and this coincided around the same 
time that I was finishing high school. 
I was somewhat uninspired by my 
tertiary education options and dad 
gave me the option of coming in 
to “help out” his start up company. 
I didn’t know it at the time, but he 
actually had ideas about me becoming 
part of this business and this unique 
industry. It wasn’t long before I was 
also introduced to the compounding 

room as well and my tenure in the 
aroma trades had begun.

Whilst in the process of learning 
fragrance compounding, I not only 
became familiar with the odours of 
certain materials, but I also became 
aware of how materials came together 
to create Green Apple, Bulgarian Rose 
or Jasmine – it was the unending quest 
to copy or reinvent what is normally 
found only in nature.

From there and as the needs 
of the business evolved, I became 
involved in all aspects of the day to 
day running of the business. Sales, 
administration, accounts all became 
part of the many hats I had to wear 
to help run this small business. One 
thing I tried to keep constant as I 
moved through these different stages 
was my laboratory work. As the Sales 
Representative I often made my own 
selections and then produced my own 
samples. I also kept my hand in the 
fragrance compounding occasionally 
producing a fragrance, training a new 
compounder or ordering the raw 
materials.

Several years ago, the family 
business merged with a candle supply 
company. We brought in our 50 plus 

years of combined experience to 
help them set up a larger combined 
manufacturing unit that would service 
both companies. It was from then 
onwards I’ve had the opportunity to 
focus more on creative perfumery as 
well as managing a larger raw material 
inventory and fragrance library.

More recently I have undertaken 
the ICATS Perfumery course. The 
question may arise as to why I might 
do this after 25 years in the industry. 
But as I have quickly found, learning 
is a life journey and the course is 
helping me to fill in gaps in my industry 
knowledge as well as confirm & 
cement the things I already know on 
a broader more global scale. To date 
I have thoroughly enjoyed moving 
through each aspect of the course 
and for students new to the industry 
I would suggest making the provided 
texts your main point of reference. 
There is so much information 
available via so many platforms, but 
I think drawing from the experience 
embedded in these texts is invaluable. 
With both the aroma trades and the 
ICATS course, I believe this is a journey 
worth taking! 

ICATS students’ come from a wide range of 
sector organisations and from across the 
world.  In this issue we feature the learning 
and career journey of Ravi Demello.

ICATS student Ravi Demello
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Beached up-but having a whale of a time!

One of the more unusual ingredients 
used in perfumery and incense for 
centuries, is an enigmatic material 
known as ambergris. As but two 
examples of the different uses to 
which ambergris was put; it was 
deployed in pomanders to ward of 
plague and to perfume gloves for 
famous people, such as Catherine de’ 
Medici. It has also been used as part 
of a recipe for ointment to anoint the 
kings and queens of England-including 
the present Queen Elizabeth II. 

At Plymouth University we began to 
conduct research on ambergris some 
years ago when, following a mystery 
marine pollution incident which led 
to many sea birds being washed up 
as jetsam on beaches (a mystery we 
were able to help solve), we gained 
a reputation for forensic analysis 
of jetsam. Following the publicity, 
several members of the public sent 
us samples of waxy material they had 
found on beaches, often in the hope 
that they were not pollutant samples, 
but instead were the valuable natural 
product, ambergris. 

We tested many jetsam samples 
sent to us, but they were all common 
things, like wax, or palm oil or fat. We 

began to wonder what real ambergris 
would look like if anyone was lucky 
enough to find some!

On consulting the literature, we 
realised that much of the so-called 
‘information’ about ambergris 
was confused, conflicting or often 
downright wrong, even in textbooks!  
All that we could say firmly was that 
ambergris was a natural product found 
in about one in a hundred sperm 
whales and, rarely, was washed up on 
beaches worldwide, as jetsam. 

So, we went back to the drawing 
board: we eventually found that there 
was a well-documented sample 
of ambergris archived in a famous 
museum in London. The latter sample 
had been obtained by dissection of 
a dead sperm whale in the Southern 
Ocean back in 1947 when commercial 
whaling was common. 

By perseverance, we got access 
to this sample and analysed a solvent 
extract by gas chromatography-
mass spectrometry (GC-MS). We 
had to make some modifications to 
published analytical methods, which 
had already been reported not to 
work well, and after some time we 
knew that we had a reliable way of 

testing genuine ambergris extracts. 
Our data confirmed that the museum 
extract contained a known, but 
unusual alcohol, ambrein, plus variable 
proportions of sterols (1). The sterols 
were likely from the faeces of the 
sperm whale, as ambergris is formed 
in the colon and rectum of the animal. 

Colleagues, such as Dr Tony 
Curtis at Plymouth, and contacts of 
Tony from CPL Aromas, kindly sent us 
ex-perfumery samples of ambergris 
and the curator of a museum in The 
Netherlands sent us some ambergris 
dissected from a dead sperm whale 
beached there in 2012.  Our method 
worked well on all these samples (1), 
so we tested the method further on 
jetsam pieces of supposed ambergris 
collected from beaches in New 
Zealand. The extracts were dominated 
by ambrein, with few sterols (1).

Once our work was made public, 
with BBC radio and TV appearances 
too, we were contacted by even 
more people who had found jetsam 
on beaches worldwide: some sent 
us samples which proved to be the 
real thing and many sent samples 
that weren’t! We published some 
additional methods of identification 

Steve Rowland
Emeritus Professor, University of 
Plymouth and Honorary Professor, 
University of Exeter.

Professor Steven Rowland & Dr Paul Sutton in the laboratory. Credit: University of Plymouth
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and tested more museum samples, 
using combined methods including 
not only GC-MS, but also infrared 
spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy, in 
collaboration with colleagues from 
Bangor University (2).

We noticed that our growing 
collection of jetsam ambergris 
samples varied widely in colour and 
we wondered how old they were. So, 
with a friend from Bristol University, 
we measured the radiocarbon ages 
of selected jetsam pieces from all 
over the globe (by now we had 
dozens, from as far apart as Chile and 
Japan (3), in part thanks to contacts 
made for us by Ambergris Connect 
Ltd). One such batch was over 1000 
years old and had presumably been 
in the sea for all of that time (3). In 
fact, this time span encompasses 
virtually the whole recorded human 
history of ambergris use! The ancient 
samples were hard and almost pure 

white, whereas some very young 
samples were black and sticky. 

We studied the effects of light on 
the non-odorous ambrein isolated 
from a 1000y old piece and showed 
that formation of very low amounts 
of odorous AmbroxTM, dihydroionone 
and related breakdown products was 
rapid (4), confirming and expanding 
on much earlier reports (5,6). 

At this point we realised that no-
one in modern times had reported 
the odorous volatile and semi-volatile 
components of jetsam ambergris, 
even though these were well known 
for ambergris essence in alcohol 
(6). So, with an ex-colleague by now 
working at Leicester University, we 
compared these components in jetsam 
of different ages and locations, by 
solid phase microextraction GC-MS 
(7). We found that a simple ratio of 
dihydroionone to pristane varied with 
age in most samples and perhaps gave 
an indirect indication of relative ages. 

So how is ambergris and the key 
component, ambrein, which gives rise 
to the odorous breakdown products 
such as AmbroxTM, made by the sperm 
whale in the first place? At present 
this isn’t really known.  Japanese 
workers showed in the laboratory, 
under non-natural conditions, that 
particular enzymes from bacteria will 
convert squalene to ambrein (8) and 
scientists in the People’s Republic 
of China (9) and later in Austria (10), 
bioengineered these enzymes into 
strains of algae and yeast in order to 
try to manufacture ambrein in vitro. 

Along with a scientist at Liverpool 
University we decided to study the 
natural ambergris samples and found 
that both in jetsam ambergris and 
ambergris removed from whales in 
the past, the stable isotope carbon 
ratios of the sterols were statistically 
different from that of ambrein (11); this 
suggests the ambrein and sterols have 
different origins, probably indicating 
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the different actions of bacteria in 
the whale colon. With colleagues 
from Cambridge and Copenhagen 
universities we are now using DNA 
profiles to study the bacteria in 
different ambergris samples. 

Our adventitious work on this 
weird and rare substance has taken us 
around the world, from the beaches 
of New Zealand to those of Europe. 
We’ve made many new friends and 
developed many new scientific 

collaborations along the way - and 
we’re not done yet!

Left: Ambergris found on a beach in 
Cornwall UK. Credit S Rowland

Far Left: a beach on which ambergris 
has been found, Islay, Inner Hebrides, 
Scotland. Credit S Rowland.
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At school it became clear that 
chemistry was the subject that 
suited me best especially when I 
encountered organic chemistry during 
A level work.  On leaving school, I 
decided to study chemistry at the 
Queen’s University of Belfast.  There, 
I was introduced to the subject of 
biochemistry and saw how organic 
chemistry related to biology and the 
medical sciences, other subjects 
that had attracted me during my 
schooldays.  After graduating, I 
applied for and was fortunate enough 
to gain, a scholarship to work for a 
PhD with the late Professor Arthur 
Birch at the Australian National 
University.  One of Professor Birch’s 
research interests was terpenoid 
chemistry and I chose this as the 
subject of my doctoral thesis.  After 
three great years in Canberra, I took 
postdoctoral positions in ETH Zurich 
and then the University of Warwick.  
In both of these, I worked on topics 
of potential pharmaceutical interest 
and was thinking of a career in either 
academia or the pharmaceutical 
industry. 

While working at Warwick, 
my attention was drawn to an 
advertisement for a position in 
terpenoid chemistry.  The description 
of the job vacancy fitted very well 

with my experience at ANU and so I 
travelled down to Kent to a company 
I had not heard of before, Proprietary 
Perfumes Limited (PPL), although 
I certainly knew of Unilever who 
owned PPL at the time.  I formed an 
immediate rapport with the people I 
met there and so began my career in 
the fragrance business.

I am by nature a researcher and so 
my entire career has been in research.  
My initial work was on improving 
synthetic routes for production of 
chemical species used in perfumery 
and in making novel molecules that 
might have use in perfumes.  Not long 
into my career, Unilever merged PPL 
with several other subsidiaries to form 
PPF and this gave me opportunities to 
learn about and carry out research in 
the flavour industry and the essential 
oils industry.  Unilever then acquired 
Naarden International and merged 
PPF and Naarden to form Quest.  This 
merger added to my experience of 
working across cultures, though the 
English and Dutch cultures are not 
that dissimilar.  I spent several years 
working partly in England and partly 
in the Netherlands and still have many 
strong friendships forged with Dutch 
colleagues at that time.  Eventually 
Quest was bought by Givaudan and 
that gave me many new colleagues 

and new friendships.  My time at ETH 
Zurich had introduced me to Swiss 
culture and I readily took to working 
with the teams in Zurich and the 
increased opportunities for research 
that Givaudan offered.

My early years in PPL and PPF 
taught me much about the business 
of perfumery.  Although fragrance 
companies operate in competition 
with each other, they also depend on 
each other since they buy ingredients 
from competitors and sell their 
ingredients to competitors.  One point 
to learn was the life cycle of a typical 
fragrance ingredient.  Initially it is 
held captive and only the company 
that developed it can use it.  Slowly 
it is released into the market, at a 
higher price than the internal price of 
course, and so the company can earn 
income from sales of the ingredient 
as well as using it to sell perfumes.  
Eventually, the ingredient might grow 
to larger tonnage and, when patents 
expire, other companies begin to 
produce it.  If the sales volume is high 
enough, large chemical companies 
are attracted to enter the market 
and use their economies of scale 
to manufacture it at a lower cost.  
In which case, the company that 
introduced the ingredient is often 
forced out of production.  

People

Charles Sell
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Another key learning point was 
the need for a fragrance ingredient 
to perform in the consumer goods 
to which it is added. The chemical 
environment in consumer goods can 
be quite harsh; high or low pH or the 
presence of strong oxidants such 
as hypochlorite bleach for example.  
Consumers want cleaning products 
with the efficacy of hypochlorite but 
they also like a lemon scent for these 
since lemon is perceived as a “clean” 
smell.  This presents the chemist with a 
big problem since ingredients eliciting 
a lemon scent are mostly aldehydes 
and these are rapidly destroyed by 
hypochlorite.

No responsible company would 
wish its products to harm either 
the consumer or the environment.  
Safety to both humans and the 
environment have become dominant 
factors in the ingredients market.  
Contrary to lay opinion, many of the 
natural components in essential 
oils are unsafe on toxicological or 
environmental grounds.  Clove, 
saffron, fennel, for example are all 
restricted in use because of adverse 
biological properties and many of the 
odorants produced from woods fail 
the OECD ready biodegradability test.  
We need to find ways of reducing the 
impact of such materials or to develop 
new ingredients to replace those that 
are lost for such reasons.

The search for new ingredients 
appealed to me and so that became 
the main focus of my work.  Predicting 
chemical interactions in products 
is relatively straightforward for a 
chemist.  Predicting safety and 
biodegradability is more difficult and 
there my interest in the chemical 
processes in living organisms came 
into play.  For example, looking at the 
structures of substances found to be 
strong skin sensitisers indicated that 
soft electrophiles are likely to lead 
to problems on skin and complex 

polycyclic hydrocarbon structures 
lacking readily available centres for 
enzymic action are likely to be slow to 
biodegrade.

The largest research challenge is 
to design molecules with attractive 
odours and that blend well with 
other odorants.  Theories about 
how the nose and brain detect and 
recognise odorants abound but 
none are satisfactory.  Proponents 
of each theory could easily find 
examples to support their ideas but 
there are always other examples 
that disprove the theory.  Thanks to 
modern methods of biochemistry and 
molecular biology, we now understand 
the first stage of the recognition 
process, how the odorant molecules 
interact with the receptor proteins in 
the nose.  My last and most interesting 
research project with Givaudan 
was in that area of science and in 
collaboration with a research team in 
Brussels in addition to my colleagues 
in Zurich.  Odorant molecules interact, 
through stereoelectronic recognition, 
with a large number of receptor types 
in the nose generating a complex 
signal pattern.   There is no simple 
code since each odorant reacts to 
varying degrees with a range of those 
receptor types.  Therefore, the signals 
generated in the olfactory epithelium 
in the nose, are much more complex 
than any of the theories of the last 
century would suggest.  But that is 
only the beginning of the process.  
Neuroscience is just beginning to 
show how complex is the process 
of converting the signals coming 
from the nose into the mental image 
that we call an odour percept.  We 
now also know that, because of 
genetic diversity, no two people 
will have the same percept, even 
from a simple pure chemical such 
as 2-phenylethanol.  Involvement in 
these areas was the highlight of my 
research career and I am grateful to 

Givaudan for allowing me to be part 
of an international multi-disciplinary 
research team.

Prediction of biological properties 
is a challenging field of research.  
Because of the nature of olfaction as 
described above, odour prediction 
will always be a statistical process 
rather than a consistently accurate 
and precise one.  Prediction of skin 
safety, toxicity and biodegradability 
are probably more important skills to 
develop.  Perfumers can use many 
different odorants of many different 
odour types but all new perfume 
ingredients must be safe in use and in 
the environment after use.

The challenges facing the 
fragrance industry today are more 
significant than ever.  To secure its 
future, any fragrance company must 
engage with the latest research 
to provide the ingredients and 
perfumery techniques that will enable 
the creation of safe and effective 
perfumes in an ever more challenging 
environment. To any students thinking 
of a career in fragrance chemistry 
I would say that it is a fascinating 
and intellectually rewarding career.  
Modern scientific research is multi-
national and multi-disciplinary.  The 
excitement of the research is added 
to the rewards of working in teams 
spanning different countries and 
cultures and different branches of 
science.  It offers great scope for 
broadening one’s view of life and the 
universe.

Charles Sell has published a number of books in addition to patents, reviews and research publications.  Fundamentals of Fragrance Chemistry, (2019,  
Wiley-VCH, Weinheim,  ISBN 978-3-527-34577-9) provides an introduction to fragrance chemistry and Chemistry and the Sense of Smell (2014, John Wiley 
& Sons Inc., Hoboken New Jersey, ISBN 978-0-470-55130-1) takes the subject to a deeper level.  Charles edited, and contributed several chapters to The 
Chemistry of Fragrance (2nd Edition, 2006, Royal Society of Chemistry, Cambridge, ISBN 10: 0-85404-824-3; 13: 978-0-85404-824-3) which provides a view 
of fragrance science from the perspectives of experts in different aspects of the subject.
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 IFEAT 2019 

Deirdre Makepeace 
reports from the 41st 
IFEAT conference held 29 
September – 3 October 
2019 in Nusa Dua, Bali

IFEAT 2019 delegates arriving from all 
over the world to the resort of Nusa 
Dua on the island of Bali, were greeted 
with the warm floral scents and rich 
culture of this Indonesian province. 
This small island has a population of 
over 4 million and so the lively and 
colourful Balinese culture made a 
tremendous impression.  Bali’s hazy 
skyline is pierced with the distinctive 
profile of volcanic mountains - a 
reminder that Bali is on the ‘ring of 
fire’ and the trade that delegates have 
come to discuss, has been impacted 
throughout history by volcanic activity. 
In 2001 economist Jim O’Neill coined 
the term BRIC referring to the large 
and growing economies of Brazil, 
Russia, India and China but from 
the outset it was suggested that the 
acronym should have been BRIIC 
to include Indonesia.  It comprises 
17,000 islands and, with a population 
of over 269 million, it is the world’s 4th 
most populous country. Despite this, 
it still has vast areas of wilderness, 
rich natural resources and a thriving 
agricultural sector, all combining to 
inspire the conference title ‘Naturals 
of Asia’.

ICATS is well known throughout the 
essential oils and aroma community 

but this major global conference is 
an opportunity to meet new potential 
students or their employers and 
hear the top challenges they face 
in terms of continuing professional 
development. 

The Bali Conference Co-chairs, 
Ravi Sanganeria and Stephen 
Pisano, welcomed delegates to the 
conference, announcing that, with 
1400 delegates, it had the highest 
attendance ever. There was some 
poignancy to this long overdue visit 
to Bali as the last time the conference 
was scheduled for this location it 
was cancelled after the tragic resort 
bombing in 1998. It was pleasing to 
see that this beautiful region has 
not only recovered well but has 
considerable ambitions for tourism 
and conference growth. 

Ravi Sanganeria, MD of Ultra 
International and conference co-
chair introduced the topic of Naturals 
from Indonesia. The country is both a 
major global supplier and market for 
essential oils. It is the world’s second 
most biodiverse country after Brazil 
and, with a stable democracy and 
rising GDP, the outlook for Indonesia 
is positive. Top products include 
vanilla, clove oils, patchouli, citronella 

and nutmeg. 90% of the word’s 
global trade in patchouli originates in 
Indonesia and the majority is grown 
by smallholders; 50,000 livelihoods 
depend on this crop. Production 
of patchouli has been negatively 
impacted by drought then heavy 
rain, disease and growers shifting to 
alternative crops and the combination 
of these factors has resulted in price 
volatility. 

The majority of the country’s 
citronella is grown for the domestic 
market, and Indonesia is close to 
becoming the world’s top producer, 
beating China to the top spot. 80% 
of global nutmeg production comes 
from Indonesia, however, there 
have been issues with disease and 
growing was impacted by the 2004 
Tsunami. The 2018 earthquakes that 
blighted parts of this vast country 
had a negative impact on vanilla 
production with efforts continuing to 
increase both the quality and volume 
of production. Other key crops are 
turpentine oil, tapped from pinus 
merkasil, sandalwood and black 
pepper. Sanganeria then turned to 
summarising some of the micro and 
macro challenges that the industry 
faces and these include natural 
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Left: Colourful Balinese entertainment  
at the IFEAT conference

Below: Delegates from across Indonesia 
on the conference stage, wearing their 
distinctive batik shirts and sarongs

hazards of tsunami, earthquakes, 
volcanic activity, cyclones, global 
warming and the effects of El Nino and 
La Nina. Many islands could be under 
water within the next 2 decades and 
in 2019 the Prime Minister announced 
plans to move the administrative 
capital from the climate threatened 
city of Jakarta to a new site on Borneo. 
Other country specific issues include 
population pressures, deforestation 
resulting from both Illegal and legal 
logging, exchange rate fluctuations 
and low production efficiency with as 
a result of smallholders’ lack of access 
to technology and market information 
and long and complex supply chains. 
The island of Sulawesi featured in 
many of the conference sessions. 

Sulawesi is an increasingly 
significant production area. For 
example in the essential oils sector, 
Sulawesi is responsible for  60% of 
Indonesia’s clove production. Labour 
costs are low and the land is fertile 
but there are issues around the lack 
of infrastructure and significant 
environmental implications.  
Producers are working closely with 
corporate sustainability programmes 
that aim to increase quality and 
production efficiency as well as 

ensuring the welfare of all those in the 
value chain. 

Despite the many challenges, 
Sanganeria emphasised Indonesia’s 
biodiversity, strong economic growth, 
political stability, plentiful labour 
resources and an expanding domestic 
market; all factors that combine to 
make it a country that offers many 
opportunities for the future. 

Sanganeria’s broad introduction 
to the Indonesian market place was 
aptly followed by a specific corporate 
example of sustainability in vanilla 
production by Oliver Bernard, owner 
of Tripper Group who’s strapline 
is  ‘we add value at origin’. Bernard 
emphasised the importance of 
relationships with growers who 
receive very little government 
support or training to tackle quality 
and production issues. Tripper work 
through a short supply chain, building 
those relationships and offering 
security through e.g. price guarantees. 

Natalia Pandjaitan, Senior 
Manager Haldin Natural, focused on 
a comparison of the traditional uses 
of citronella oils as a massage oil, 
muscle/joint ache oil and baby oil, with 
the very different international uses 
such as in insect repellents, perfumes 

and aroma diffusers.  Her research 
has shown the extent to which the 
components of oils vary across 
different growing areas of Indonesia.

Following a welcome from IFEAT 
President, Alastair Hitchin, Chairman 
Antonella Corleone presented 
her review of the year, referring 
to the continued growth of IFEAT 
membership, from 43 when the 
federation founded in 1977 to today’s 
637 members from 70 countries. 
These members benefit from the 
organisation’s key areas of activity 
which include scientific, regulatory 
and socio-economic issues, education 
and communication throughout the 
industry. One example of this activity 
is the production of socio-economic 
reports quantifying the impacts of 
specific naturals including patchouli, 
citronella and frankincense with others 
to follow. Details of IFEAT’s education 
activities were presented and this 
included ICATS student Harlem 
Sobrino Paredes receiving the IFEAT 
Best Student Medal, the first such 
student to follow the flavour pathway 
through the qualification. 
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Frank Mara, Senior Vice President 
of Berje, spoke about ‘Frank’s World’ 
in a delightfully illustrated history of 
essential oil starting with their use in 
reign of Huang Ti, 2,000 BC. In the west, 
records show that oils were being 
distilled in 980AD and they featured 
in Culpeppers 1653 ‘The Compete 
Herbal’. Spices and oils became an 
integral part of the trade carried 
along the Silk Road and Phoenicians 
spread trade further around the 
Mediterranean by boat. In 1928 
Frenchman Rene-Maurice Gattefosse 
coined the phrase ‘aroma therapy’.

Mara has personally experienced 
46 years of modern day essential oils 
trade and he invited the audience to 
consider their presence during the 
many industry-shaping events during 
those years: the 2004 tsunami in which 
many essential oil companies were 
lost; the Haiti trade embargo of the 
1990s; the 1980 eruption of Mount 
St. Helens in USA and the ash-cloud 
impact on peppermint production; 
the fuel crisis of 1973. Industry 
professionals that had experienced 
all of these events were recognised 
for their wisdom and insight – offering 
incredible value to the industry in a 
changing world.

Nicky Tran, Marketing Manager 
of Tech-Vina JSC moved the focus 
to Vietnam, a country of 96 million 
people that has exported essential 
oils since the 1980s. Vietnam’s varied 
regions of coast, mountain and river 
delta offer good growing conditions 
for the production of a wide range 
of essential oils with China as a 
key market. The top two exports 
are cassia oil and basil oil. There 
are two harvesting seasons of the 
cinnamomum cassia, an evergreen 
tree with 50% of the oil coming from 
the bark, the remainder from leaves 
and twigs. The oil is a popular Chinese 
medicine where it is said to offer a 
wide range of health benefits. 

Geoffrey Henrotte of Hinoki Lab 
Co. then took the ‘Naturals of Asia’ 
journey to Japan which used to be 
a major exporter of essential oils 
but production has shifted more 
towards chemical production.  
Henrotte focused on a new product 
being introduced, Hinoki.  The Hinoki 
cypress, Chamaecyparis obtuse, 
known as ‘the tree of the sun’ has ‘near 
threatened’ status and so sustainable 
harvesting is key. It has a relaxing 
fragrance, used in the Japanese 
concept of ‘forest bathing’ and 

Above: Culpepper’s complete Herbal 
of 1653. Credit: By Culpeper, Nicholas 
- https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/
pageimage/4747049, Public Domain, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.
php?curid=44584567

Above Right: IFEAT medal-winner Petrus 
Arifin addresses the conference

Far Right: Scent stations in the IFEAT 
exhibition. Credit IFEAT
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has a number of benefits including 
antibacterial and anti-inflammatory 
uses.  There are opportunities to 
build on demand as the awareness of 
Japanese culture is shared globally 
through the Japan Olympics in 2020 
and the World Expo in 2025.

Dr Prabodh Satyal is the 
Chief Scientific Officer at Nepal’s 
Aromatic Plan Research Center. 
Since ancient times the Nepalese 
have had a culture of using plants 
for their medicinal properties as 
well as for cooking and religious 
rituals. Ayurveda, homeopathy and 
Chinese and Tibetan medicine have 
all influenced the cultivation and 
production of essential oils with 
more than 100 aromatic medicinal 
plants grown including Himalayan 
fir needle, sweet calamus and black 
cardamom. Ethnopharmacology 
reveals indigenous populations using 
plants since ancient times for welfare, 
healthcare and cooking but it is only 
since the 1980s that essential oils have 
been commercially produced. 

Zieger Lin Zhigang of the Xiamen 
Doincom Chemical Company took 
delegates away from the ‘naturals’ 
theme to explore chemical production 
trends. China’s aroma chemical 

sector has experienced significant 
growth in the last two decades. 
There are many chemical aromas for 
which China has more than 20% of 
the global market and this includes 
a number for which the market share 
is more than 50%: Gum turpentine, 
Salicylic acid, Benzaldehyde, dimethyl 
malonate, furfurak, acrylic acid, 
pyrocatechol, brassylic acid, acrolein, 
OTBP/PTBP and salicylaldehyde. 
20 years ago the country was a 
follower in manufacturing but it is 
now considered to be an innovator in 
production technologies, following 
increaslingly stringent environmental 
protection measures. The capital cost 
of solutions has changed the business 
model and ‘cheap is no longer the key 
driver for doing business in China’. 

The final conference presentations 
looked at products and markets in 
Australia and New Zealand. Dorene 
Petersen, President of the American 
College of Healthcare Sciences, 
started her presentation with the 
rise of ‘superbugs’; bugs that are 
increasiongly multi-drug resistant. 
Research was quoted stating that 
by 2050, deaths from antimicrobial 
resistant infections will exceed deaths 
from cancer. Petersen proposed that 

the solution could lie with protective 
cocktails of antibiotics and essential 
oils with a number of oils having 
been identified has having biological 
potential including Blue cypress, tea 
tree and Rosalina oil.

Ashley Dowell, Technical Secretary 
of the Essential Oil Producers 
Association of Australia, presented 
some highlights from the many 
academic papers published by 
researchers over the decades, 
providing a foundation of robust 
data to support the best methods of 
cultivation, harvesting and production 
for a range of oils including 
sandalwood but also ‘boutique’ crops 
such as Australian Rosewood oil, 
which produces guaiazulene with a 
rich sapphire blue colour, and Huon 
Pine Oil. 

Andrew Brown, Head of Research & 
Development and Regulatory, Quintis 
Australia described use of Santalum 
album, a small tropical hemi-parasitic 
tree, depending partially on the roots 
of other trees to thrive. As a vulnerable 
species (CITES), production growth 
is dependent on plantations where 
the trees are grown in alternate rows 
with host species in a complex and 
technical host relationship. There are 
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15,000 ha. of plantations in Northern 
Australia – 5.1million trees and it is the 
aromatic heartwood of the tree that 
is harvested to make sandalwood 
oil. Sandalwood has been used for 
4,000 years with fans through history 
including Cleopatra and Queen 
Elizabeth I. Quintis, recognising the 
wild tree’s ‘vulnerable’ status, runs 
a Trustmark programme to ensure 
provenance as well as quality.

The sandalwood theme continued 
with a fascinating presentation from 
Ron Mulder, Manager of Dutjahn 
Sandalwood Oils which respresents 
a union of the traditional indigenous 
custodians with new age production 
methods. Australia’s ancient forests 
produce the best quality oil in the 
world and the country’s indigenous 
people have used sandalwood for 
medicinal healing, anti-inflammatory 
properties and fragrant smoking. 
Santalum spicatum is a very drought-

tolerant wild species that requires no 
irrigation and the Dutjahn Company 
(Dutjahn being the Aborigine name 
for the Sandalwood tree) now harvest 
from a combination of wild trees 
and plantations 6 million trees. The 
company has won numerous awards 
for sustainability, collaboration, 
export and innovation and in 2019 
was a winner of the United Nations 
Development Programme’s Equator 
Prize. By embracing sustainable 
harvesting, valorizing traditional 
knowledge and cultural practices, 
and ensuring socioeconomic 
independence for the Kutkabubba 
aboriginal community, Dutjahn is 
providing a powerful new economic 
model for sustainable development.

As in previous years, ICATS 
supported the delivery of the 
Fragrance Workshop hosted by 
Marianne Martin, offering delegates a 
hands-on fragrance creation course.

Top: exhibitors from Asia and beyond meet 
delegates. Credit IFEAT 

Top Right: Marianne Martin leading the 
IFEAT fragrance workshop

Above: ICATS Sharon Shand with winning 
student Harlem Paredes Sobrina and IFEAT 
president Alistair Hitchin

Above Right: delegates visiting the ICATS 
stand. Credit IFEAT

IFEAT has recently announced that the next conference, 
in Berlin, has been rescheduled to 2021.
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After a warm welcome from Lisa 
Hipgrave , Director of IFRA-UK, it 
was straight in to the deep end of 
technology as Alison George of the 
New Scientist introduced the first 
speaker, Alex Witschko from Google 
Brain for a presentation entitled 
‘Artificial Intelligence, machine learning 
and olfaction’. Google Brain is a deep 
learning artificial intelligence team, 
employing 3,500 globally and tasked 
with ‘making programmes that learn 
to learn’. For example, the Google 
Translate visual app, constructed 
from learning from data, which 
uses examples and experiences of 
constructed sentences rather than 
translation of dictionary vocabulary.  If 
a machine needs to learn to identify 
pictures of dogs then it learns the 
‘patterns of dogness’ and the same 
applies to patterns of speech. Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) is used across all 
Google products and represents a 
technological sea-change over the 
last 10 years. Dr Witschko described 
the levels of learning driving 
artificial intelligence: the science 
of making things smart; machine 
learning; techniques to learn from 

data; deep learning; techniques to 
learn holistically. Google Brain has 
developed TensorFlow, opensource 
software for dataflow and machine 
learning applications such as neural 
networks, used by major global 
corporations such as Airbnb, Airbus, 
Dropbox and Uber.

What does all this mean for the 
flavour and fragrance sector? 
• molecular adaptation e.g. to adapt 

the biodegradability of products. 
AI can get 80% of the way there for 
final refinement by humans.

• Product formulation e.g. moving a 
fragrance from eau de parfum to a 
shampoo

• Understanding environmental 
impact of products

• Predicting consumer behaviour
The technological frontier is how to 

enable machines to recognise smells 
with sensor hardware. This issue is the 
main barrier; what would sense the 
smells?

Professor Thomas Nowotny of the 
University of Sussex discussed the 
lessons from the olfactory system 
of insects. Prof. Nowotny firstly 
described the olfactory system of 

humans, through mucus and odour 
binding proteins, through olfactory 
receptors to the olfactory bulb and 
piriform cortex. By contrast insects 
smell with their antennae and have 
been shown to have much faster 
olfactory perception. Scents, rarely 
a single odour, were graphically 
depicted in complex rippling 
structures, known as odour plumes, 
and the challenge of separating 
components of scents within these 
plumes was considered. Compare 
this with the ability to segregate out 
the sound of one voice in a noisy 
cocktail party. Nowotny’s study of 
bees showed that the insects could 
be trained to recognise and respond 
to smells and this work is now 
being extended to extreme learning 
machines. His research could, in 
time, lead to new discoveries on how 
humans, and robots, can make sense 
of the complex range of components 
of a scent.

Josh Silverman of Aromyx shared 
the latest from biotechnology and 
AI; how new technology is solving 
sensory problems. Aromyx is a Silicon-
Valley based tech company that was 

9th  
Fragrance 
Forum:  
Scent and 
Artificial 
Intelligence 

Josh Silverman of Aromyx describing the 
olfactory data gathering app.
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initially aiming to digitize the taste 
and smell of canine receptors in order 
to detect explosives and poisonous 
gases. The scope of the technology 
has broadened to industrial and 
consumer markets and could be 
used, for example to detect spoilage, 
disease and pathogens. This sets the 
goal of systematic classification and 
the need for quantitative descriptors 
for one trillion perceived odours/
flavours. A simple example is the 
quality assurance step of a human 
‘nose checking’ the smell of a new 
car as it rolls off the production line.  
If the human sensory properties can 
be quantified then an AI-led process 
would be repeatable, consistent and 
easy to use and interpret. Quality 
assurance in lemon juice is already 
successfully using biosensors to 
grade the juice, replacing the need for 
a supplementary taste panel. 

The complex technological 
roadmap of data insight and olfactory 
receptors leads to a point in the 
future when machine learning can 
design, create and improve products.  
Comparing the human vision system 
(which evolved from the olfactory 
system) our understanding of colour 
perception is much more straight 
forward with the red/blue/green 
palette that can be encoded to create 
any colour. The hypothesis is that 

odour/flavour perception can be 
structured similarly to colour, but the 
chemical space is significantly more 
complex.  ‘Receptors measuring 
related areas of chemical space 
are grouped orthogonally by the 
olfactory bulb. This is likely a self-
reinforcing network process similar 
to the development of other neural 
connections.’ 

The aim is to get an olfactory 
standard similar to colour mapping, 
e.g. that used in adobe software, 
using a standardised language but 
with cultural differences as part of the 
model. Partners will be involved in this 
project of ‘untangling the rainbow’ 
for odour and an app is being used 
to gather the data, the ‘human truth 
points’ of scent perception. This area 
of science, the odour percept, is also 
discussed by contributor Charles Sell 
on page 11 of this edition.

Dr Dmitrijs Dmitrenko, from the 
Sussex Computer Human Interaction 
(SCHI) Laboratory at the University 
of Sussex discussed scents and 
self-drive cars; can scent be used 
to make it safer? The development 
of self-drive cars continues, but not 
without incidents of technology 
failure.  Systems do exist to alert 
the driver to take over control from 
autopilot and to date these have 
been auditory or visual signals. 

Multi-modal may be best approach 
and so why not use scents? Short 
puffs of scent could be used as 
notification of potential hazards with 
the benefit of directly reaching the 
primary cortex.  Mercedes and BMW 
already have digital scent diffusers 
for comfort and various studies have 
already shown that scents can be 
used to increase alertness, improve 
braking performance and decrease 
drowsiness.  Dr Dmitrenko’s driver 
simulation study showed that a burst 
of scent, delivered in advance of 
reaching a potential hazard, could 
heighten awareness and response.  
The key premise of the presentation 
was to question whether we can trust 
autopilot and whether the use of 
scents can lead to more trust in the 
reliability calibration of such systems. 
The key limitations to progress are the 
varying levels of olfactory sensitivity, 
personal differences in scent 
perception and how to ensure that 
habituation and adaptation is avoided.

The big question for AI and 
fragrance to consider is of course – 
can AI be used to create new scents? 
Valerie Drobac of Givaudan provided 
an insight into the possibilities for 
this emerging field. Unlike most other 
processes in the value chain, perfume 
creation is a domain that has not yet 
been seen as a process that could 
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be digitised, however, Givaudan is 
developing in-house expertise and 
committing to innovation in this field. 
Drobac introducted ‘Carto’ an intuitive 
and interactive AI-powered tool, 
enabling perfumers to transform the 
art and science of fragrance creation. 
You can view a short video on Carto 
here youtube.com/watch?v=mc1-
9ow_xe0 

Carto has been used to create 
an accord and sample the scent 
instantly using complex data, formulas, 
ingredients and insights, enabling it to 
offer suggestions to perfumers.  The 
audience were then able to smell a 
Carto-supported creation, Etat Libre 
d’Orange ‘She was an anomaly’, a 
scent with iris, sandalwood and musks. 

Perfumer Daniela Andrier who created 
the scent described the AI supported 
process: ‘This perfume is the result of 
something unexpected. I played with 
Carto, Givaudan’s powerful tool for 
suggesting formulas. I gave it beloved 
and familiar notes. Carto suggested 
an overdose of two ingredients. I took 
care of the rest.’ Carto therefore has 
the potential for faster development, 
meeting changing customer demands 
and tastes. Although perfumes could 
be created with just AI, the human 
perfumer still adds the confidence 
required to take a new scent to market.

The event’s panel discussion was 
lively, considering if AI would dampen 
creativity or free up time for creativity. 
There are also significant issues 

around trust and the complex brain 
processes deciphering odours. As 
Dr Wiltschko concluded, ‘somebody 
has to decide what to do and why’, 
comparing it to architecture and design 
where AI opens the door for greater 
effectiveness and potentially greater 
innovation but the creativity still needs 
to be led by someone at the helm. 
And as for the consumer’s possible 
wariness of AI, it was considered that, 
for the future customer, the AI creation 
of a product could in fact become part 
of the emotional story that drives a 
purchase.

As always the Fragrance Forum 
provided food for thought with an 
impressive selection of speakers from 
the world of AI and fragrance creation.

Above Left: Valerie Drobac of Givaudan 
shares the AI creation process.

Above: (Left to Right) Dr Allison George,  
Dr Josh Silverman, Valerie Drobac,  
Professor Thomas Nowotny,  
Dr Dmitrijs Dmitrenko and Dr Alex Wiltschko

Left: Sharon Shand at the conference 
exhibition
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Book Reviews

GASTROPHYSICS:  The New Science of Eating

Professor Charles Spence
Foreword: Heston Blumenthal
2017 Viking, Penguin
Paperback £14.99 
ISBN 978 0 241 27009 7

 Amuse Bouche
1 Taste
2 Smell
3 Sight
4 Sound
5 Touch
6 The Atmospheric Meal
7 Social Dining
8 Airline Food
9 The Meal Remembered
10 The Personalized Meal
11 The Experimental Meal
12 Digital Dining
13 Back to the Futurists

As with many student Chemists at 
university, I was rather bemused by 
thermodynamics. That was until I read 
the quotation starting the chapter on it 
in my Physical Chemistry textbook:

‘Science [thermodynamics] 
owes more to the steam engine 
than the steam engine to 
science.’ 
Lawrence Joseph Henderson 
However, the knowledge 
and understanding of 
thermodynamics does give you 
the capability to build better 
steam engines!

One might paraphrase this, in the 
context of Gastrophysics’ as 

‘Food Science owes more 
to chefs [fine dining] than 
the chefs to Food Science.’ 
However, the knowledge and 
understanding of Food Science 
& Gastrophysics yields the 
capability to create better 
dining experiences!

Heston Blumenthal (author of the 
foreword to this book). Is renowned 

for innovative and science based 
novel eating experiences at the 
acclaimed The Fat Duck restaurant. 
I am not certain if my favourite book 
The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking 
Through Science (J. Kenji López-Alt) 
has improved my cooking but it has 
certainly upgraded my understanding 
of what I am doing or possibly doing 
wrong. Better understanding has 
definitely increased my appreciation 
and enjoyment of dining.

In some ways there is nothing 
new in this book. Great chefs and 
restaurateurs have known for millennia 
that food does not speak for itself, 
there is more to a great dining 
experience. This wonderful book is an 
artful fusion of past knowledge and 
novel investigation. I am reminded, 
after all I am a Chemist, that 2019 
was the year of the Periodic Table. 
The imaginative leap was based on 
existing knowledge but with new 
insight. This invigorated insight led to 
new research (e.g. the pursuit of new 
missing elements) and knowledge. For 

me Gastophysics is a like experience. 
Existing knowledge is given new 
perspectives, signposting the pathway 
to new gastronomic adventures.

Some potential readers may be 
intimidated by the title ‘Gastrophysics’. 
It does feel a bit like thermodynamics 
(i.e. difficult and different). Be not afraid 
Marketers. You are actually on sound 
and familiar ground. On page xxv of 
Amuse Bouche we are into Philip Kotler 
and the difference between the total 
product and the tangible product. 
The difference between a great meal 
and lesser offering is not measured 
in the number of calories. Marketers 
should read on without fear. The book 
is in some ways an exposition of the 
classical augmented service extended 
marketing mix (7Ps) in the context of 
eating.

For a number of years at the 
University I worked in the department 
of Marketing & Hospitality 
Management. Their flagship course 
was Cruise Management (sorry I could 
not resist!). The quality of a once in a 
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lifetime experience on a luxury round 
the world cruise cannot be measured 
by the number of sea miles travelled.

Some years ago, I was faced with 
the need, in an introductory marketing 
textbook, to explain the complexity 
of the wide-ranging service extended 
marketing mix. I used a restaurant 
case study to do this. One element of 
the service extended marketing mix 
is people, one sub-element of this is 
other people [e.g. other customers]. 
I was often bemused by student 
perception this was a new concept. 
In the context of eating it was nicely 
summarised a millennia ago

‘To eat without a friend is to 
devour like the lion  
or the wolf.
We should look for someone 
to eat and drink with before 
looking for something to eat 
and drink.’
Epicurus

This book tells us why this and 
much more yields a better dining 
experience. I illustrate with just a few 
examples from this outstanding book.

Chapters 1 to 5 take us through the 
senses, just as a Marketing textbook 
will take us through the 7Ps. This is 
done with humour and perception. 
The next question is how do you put 
this together? Chapter 6 takes us on 
the way. Ansoff matrix aficionados will 
love the music – wine matrix: French 
background music 77% selection of 
French wine (23% German) – German 
background music 73% selection 
German wine (27% French). To pursue 
the music theme, a great meal 
experience is like an orchestral piece. 
Each instrument plays it part in a 
harmonious memorable experience. 
The art of the restaurateur / host / 
chef is to orchestrate and then deliver 
this experience. Different music gives 
diverse experiences.

Chapter 7 takes this theme further 
with Social Dining with the contrast of 
solo dining and social dining, Epicurus 
is rediscovered:

‘[A] good meal tastes better 
if we eat in the company of 
friends.’
American Psychologist  
Harry Harlow

Charles Spence then states 
‘Gastrophysics offers a constructive 
framework in which to look for 
solutions to the growing problems 
associate with solo dining’. The 
same basic concepts can be applied 
to social group dining. The impish 
creativity of the author is illustrated 
by the section on Tapas-ization; 
charcuterie boards, tapas and mezze 
plates. Nibbles are to share and boost 
the conversation. 

If all this appears to be too good 
to be true Charles does not run away 
from the ultimate challenge in eating 
experience: airline food. The impact 
of low humidity and air recirculated 
at reduced pressure is not ideal for 
the inspirational dining experience. 
Offerings such as coq au vin, beef 
bourguignon and veal in cream sauce 
do not dry out when re-heated on the 
flight.

How does the Author pull off this 
conjuring trick of producing a good 
read with immense detail to back-up 
the theme? The answer is some 148 
pages of meticulous notes at the end 
of the book. The reader can drink-in 
the flow of the discussion and then 
retrace the steps to adsorb the detail. 
The book in effect can be read at two 
levels. You can use the zoom lens of 
the notes to amplify detail at will rather 
than be encumbered with them when 
unwanted.

I recommend this book to all who 
prepare or consume food, well that is 
everyone. Professionals such as chefs, 
food technologists and flavourists 
will find it invaluable, as will a host of 
other specialists such as marketers, 
restaurateurs and hoteliers. It should 
be on the recommended reading list 
of all Hospitality Management and 
Tourism courses. At my favourite 
Italian restaurant, the main dish is 
produced with a flourish and ‘Enjoy!’. 
Do enjoy this outstanding book.
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As we say, now for something 
completely different! In the last 
edition of the ICATS Newsletter we 
reviewed Fundamentals of Fragrance 
Chemistry. This authoritative textbook 
is a must for any serious person in the 
industry. This new contribution from 
Charles Sell is worthy of occupying 
the bookshelf of almost anyone. In 
his preface Charles outlines how 
this book developed from his public 
lectures linking Science to the Bible. 
I completely empathise with his 
statement:

‘Audience members invariably 
ask if I could recommend a book 
on the subject and this led me to 
the realisation there was none.’ 

Many years go I was validating a 
degree in Perfumery. One of the 
questions to be addressed was ‘What 
would be the core textbook? There 
was none suitable. David Williams 
and I said ‘No problem we will write 

it.’ Almost two years later Introduction 
to Perfumery was in print but we were 
somewhat older and wiser. There 
was a lot of research and many late 
nights were involved. This new book 
is timely as IFEAT are exploring how 
they can make the industry more 
accessible to young people and a 
wider audience (not necessarily with 
a scientific background). I admire the 
skill of the author in producing a book 
which is accessible, authoritative, 
informative and a good read. This is 
a rare achievement. The author and 
The Royal Society of Chemistry are 
to be commended for publishing this 
exciting and eclectic book for a wide 
readership.

Chapter 2: How the Sense of 
Smell Works is a perfect example of 
the ingenuity of this author. In some 
ten pages he outlines why ‘What you 
smell is not what I may smell.’ Through 
nasal enzymes, odour receptors and 

signal pattern recognition, Charles 
beautifully explains the individuality of 
odour perception. 

The core of any study of Perfumery 
is to know fragrant ingredients. This 
is why it forms such a major part of 
both Introduction to Perfumery and 
the ICATS / IFEAT Diploma programme. 
This is also true of Perfume in the 
Bible with 49 pages devoted to the 
topic. However, do not think ‘Not 
again!’ Chapter 6: The Ingredients 
of Biblical Perfumes starts off with 
Agarwood. We have new perspectives 
to the aroma materials topic. A 
historical overview is linked to the 
biological activity (antibacterial 
properties) and of course the religious 
use in embalmment. By the way, 
other technical aspects such as 
manufacturing methods and major 
aspects of chemical composition are 
not forgotten. You think you know 
your materials? Do read this book to 
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get a fresh perspective on them. At 
Christmas you will be able to speak 
with both Biblical and Perfumery 
authority on Frankincense and Myrrh.

Orris is one of my favourite oils. 
I have expensive tastes. Again, the 
historical, technical and perfumery 
cover is good. I am always fascinated 
as to how in the first place that it was 
discovered that the orris rhizome 
should be stored for two or three 
years before final processing. Was it a 
happy accident?

A special property of this type of 
book is everybody can get something 
different from it. Just as with our 
perception and interpretation of 
odour is personal, so is the enjoyment 
of a book. As with most young 
Chemists, I explored several options 
on graduation. I eventually entered 
the Aroma Trades but I was also 
offered interesting jobs in the glass 
industry. Thus, I found Appendix 
2: The Early Medieval Windows of 
Canterbury Cathedral a special joy. I 
am off to read more. I had forgotten 

that not all ‘stained glass’ is stained 
glass. Silver staining is a completely 
different process to pot glass. I had 
not known why Venetian glass was so 
fine or how it differs from Forest glass. 
This has a higher potassium content 
being derived from wood ash rather 
than soda ash used in Venetian glass. 
This book provides as many facets 
and illuminations to its subject as the 
medieval stained-glass windows that 
inspired it. 

I read a UK publication called 
‘The Week’. It has a section called 
‘Boring but Important’. A book of 
this nature must of necessity use 
some technical terms. These are 
flagged-up in the body of the text 
with succinct explanation of both 
chemical (e.g. terpene) and historical 
/ religious (e.g. Tetramorph) terms 
given in the glossary. The appendices, 
bibliography and Biblical references 
index will allow readers who wish to 
pursue the subject further with an 
ideal starting point for further study 
and research. Pride of place in this 

book though goes to the illustrations. 
Next time I am in the Southeast 
of England I must visit Canterbury 
Cathedral and see the full glory of the 
medieval glass.

All professionals involved with 
Perfumery and aroma materials will 
appreciate the fresh perspectives 
of this book. General readers will 
also enjoy it and see how Perfumery 
is more than just a nice smell. It has 
thousands of years of technology, art, 
culture and religion associated with it. 
Sadly, often the books we review cost 
well over £100 and are not affordable 
for the personal bookshelf. At less 
than £20 get it. You will not regret and 
you will be informed and entertained. 
Congratulations are due to Charles 
and the Royal Society of Chemistry 
on this original and adventurous 
publication.

 
Read more on Charles Sell’s 
fascinating  research and career  
on page 10 of this edition.
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